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—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FORUM: Continuous Crisis Committee
ISSUE: French Revolution As of June 20th 1789
CHAIRS: To Be Appointed
—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Important Dates to Know

June 20th 1789- Date that the Tennis Court Oath was taken. This is
where our conference will start. Any events that happened after this
date do not exist within the conference.

Important Terms

Ancien Regime- This was the political structure that France had
from the 1500s to the time of the French Revolution. Leaders of this
regime tried to centralize the government and create an absolute
monarchy. Both the Valois and Bourbon dynasties led during the
Ancien Regime.

Tennis Court Oath- The French Third Estate gathers in a tennis
court at the Palace of Versaille. This oath was a promise amongst the
Third Estate to not separate from each other or their cause until a
constitution was drafted and passed.

Estates General 1789- The estates general of 1789 acted as an
advisory board for King Louis XVI. It included three estates, or
classes. The first was anyone who was a member of the clergy,
including priests and bishops. The second was made up of the
nobility class. The third was everyone else. The estates general was
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only called into assembly every so often when the king decides to
hear about the problems that each class is facing or get advice on
any decisions.

The French Third Estate- This was the third of the three estates
that made up the estates general. This estate included commoners,
artisans, farmers, and peasants. This was the largest of the estates,
standing 24 million people strong.

National Assembly- The national assembly was a political group
that was formed out of the Third Estate at the Tennis Court Oaths.
This group was made up of revolutionaries from the third estate, and
some other representatives from other estates. Their goal was to
bring democracy to France.

Important Documents
The Cahiers de Doléance (ledger of complaints)- lists and
documents that were organized into books and ledgers that
contained the public’s grievances on the king and his court. Each of
the estates made one before the Estates General, at the king’s
request. However, the one made by the Third Estate contained the
most revolutionary and radical changes, now the most famous of the
cahiers. They listed reforms that the Third Estate wanted to be made.
They were presented at the Estates General of 1789.

Livre Rouge (Red Register)- the personal spending account of
King Louis XVI from 1774-1789. Details how much money was spent on
gifts, charity, loans, and personal expenses of both King Louis XVI
and Marie Antoinette.
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Introduction to Topic

At the finish line to the 1780s, France found itself in miserable debt
and economic failure. The Ancien Regime did not address France’
problems in the socio-economic sphere, choosing to mainly ignore or
provide solutions that were the equivalent to putting a band-aid on a
gunshot wound.

One of the government’s solutions to paying o� their debts from the
American Revolutionary War and the Anglo-French War was to increase
taxes on the members of the third estate, instead of increasing taxes on
the people who could a�ord it, like the nobility and the clergy. Because of
governmental corruption, the wealthy were mostly exempt from taxes,
leaving the poor to make up for their lack of participation.

Although taxes and food prices were increasing, wages were not.
Food prices increased by 65%. The increase of wages did not match that,
at 22%. Therefore, tight budgets were only made tighter. There were
attempted solutions to this problem, however the bureaucrats of the
French parliament denied taxation transparency.

The government became divided over this issue, as those sensitive to
the plight of the poor and those who would rather ignore the fact that
their fellow countrymen were dying of hunger in order to protect their
wealthy way of life. This led to the assembly of the Estates General of 1789.

The Third Estate of course aired their discontent with the
government’s handling of finances, while most of the nobility showed
reluctance to change the system. The Estates General of 1789 left more
divided than how they came in. In response to his court being sharply
fragmented, King Louis the XVII dismissed many members of his advisory
board who showed sympathy to the commoners, further angering the
Third Estate.
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Key Players
Gabriel Riqueti

- Leader of the national assembly in its first years
- A noble
- Wants a constitutional monarchy
- However accepting money from King Louis XVI

Joseph Ignace-Guillotin
- It was his idea to have the national assembly meet in the tennis courts of Versailles
- Member of national assembly
- Member of poverty committee
- As a doctor, pushed for medical reform

Maximilien Robespierre
- Deputy of national assembly
- However joined the national assembly representatives a week before the tennis

court oath
- Fought for democracy, universal su�rage, and right to bear arms
- Controversial because of his support for violence in order to get a democracy

Jacques Necker
- Served as finance minister for King Louis XVI
- Wanted to decrease the royal's budget for spending, tried to institute financial

Reforms to save France from revolution
- Made public the country's budget in 1781, much to the king's dismay
- Was dismissed from the government
- Constitutional monarchist, moralist, political economist, believed in equality before

the law
Jean-Sylvain Bailly

- Administered the tennis court oath
- Famous astronomer
- Represented the third estate at the 1789 estates general
- Constitutional monarchist

Gilbert du Motier
- aka Lafayette
- Wanted "truly national assembly", called for equal representation
- Member of National Assembly
- Leader within the national assembly
- Took part in tennis court oath

François-Noël Babeuf
- Journalist and political activist
- Republican
- Drafted the cahier for the third estate

Emmanuel Joesph Sieyes
- Wrote What is the Third Estate, majorly influential for republican ideological basis

during the revolution
Jean Paul Marat

- Wrote The Friend of the People, a majorly influential newspaper of the revolution
Jacques Pierre Brissot

- Prominent member of the moderate Gironodins faction, mostly comprised of those
who were more fond of business interests

- Prominent member of the diplomatic committee
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Sulpice Haguenin
- Leader of the sans-culotte in Faubourg Saint-Antoine
- Appointed provisional president of the Insurrectionary Commune

Guillaume-Chrétien de Lamoignon de Malesherbes
- Statesman and minister of Ancien regime
- Rioters tried to burn down his house in 1788
- Retired from ministry, however was a close ally and friend of King Louis XVI

Etienne Brienne
- One of the finance ministers of King Louis XVI
- Became a cardinal in 1788
- Ally of the king

Bernard de Launay
- Royal military o�cer
- Governor of Bastille
- Commander of Bastille's garrison
- Very wealthy

Jean Joseph Mounier
- Leader of the Monarchiens, a faction of those loyal to the French crown
- A co-author of the rights of man and of the citizen

Jean Chouan
- Royalist insurrectionist
- Leader of the Chounair uprising, a northwestern uprising of peasants who weren't

loyal to, what they saw as an anti-christian, radical government

Major Issues

The Revolution’s Life

The revolution at this point was still in its infancy. The act of taking the
tennis court oath was one of defiance to the monarchy and king, and with
such a bold action, the revolution would have to find some way to stay
afloat. Because of this, an issue becomes as to how the revolution will be
safeguarded. Because of this, ideas are floating as to how the revolution
can be kept alive. The two main ideas become militarizing or being pacifist.
Militarizing in this case would provide a counter-balance to royalist power,
although could make the revolution alienating to common people who see
it as a rise to a tyrannical system of government that the revolution seeked
to remove. A pacifist approach could better handle the optics situation
and make the revolution potentially more amicable to the populace, yet
wouldn’t provide an adequate counter-balance to royalist militias.
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The Monarchy

The main targets of the revolution, the position of the monarchy is being
called into question. Those more radical in the ranks of the revolution,
especially those in the Jacobin Club, want to see the king removed and
killed. This would prevent the possibility of the king from being the king
again and could seriously hamper royalist sentiment, but it could also
spark much greater worry from monarchist states across europe and
potentially start a war. The main counter to this would be making the king
simply a figurehead. This could appease royalist sentiments and allow for a
more stable relationship with the rest of european monarchies and allow
strong progress to be made in the revolution, it still has the threat of the
king reclaiming his power again.

The Political System

The great promise of the revolution was instating the republic. One where
the people could decide on their own future, and one which challenged the
notion of the divine right of kings, that their power was given to them by
god to perform god’s work on earth. However, now that the revolution has
supplanted some power structure in French society, the question comes as
how to organize this system, if at all. Those with a more radical,
authoritative approach might call for the creation of a people’s
secretariat. One that would be undemocratically elected, sure, but which
could still achieve the goals of the revolution as they are supposedly
guided by its ideals. Another solution would be parliamentarism, where the
people would vote on representatives to represent their interests in a
council. This does lead to a democratic system, but can also bog down the
process of decision making and could just lead to unproductive bickering.
Even if this parliamentary style system is to go through, then there has to
be a process of creating the means to carry out elections in all parts of
France.

Possible Solutions
- Militarizing the revolution
- Creating grain and other such agricultural sustainability systems
- Guillotining the aristocracy
- Supporting republican revolution across europe
- Going to war with monarchist europe
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- Raiding the Bastille and other military bases
- Seizes the arms/food of the aristocracy
- Negotiating peace with the rest of monarchist europe
- Introducing a form of taxation transparency
- Introducing conscription laws
- Introducing taxation quotas
- Creating a parliamentary system

Guiding Questions

- What does my character think of the French monarchy? The church?
- What type of solutions (diplomatic, militaristic, etc.) would my

character be inclined to based on their history?
- What can my character o�er to the progress of the committee?
- Who/what does my character see as a threat? An ally?
- What has your character done of note (leading a political faction,

co-authoring the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen
etc.)? What does this say about them in relation to the committee?
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